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ABSTRACT
ON POSSIBLE D ETER IO R ATIO N  OF SM OOTHNESS  
U N D ER  TH E OPERATION OF CO N VO LU TIO N
A , Muhammed Uludağ 
• M.S. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Prof. lossif V . Ostrovskii 
February 1996
We show that the convolution of two probability densities which are restric­
tions to R  of entire functions can possess infinite essential supremuin on 
each interval. We also present several sufficient conditions of deterioration of 
smoothness under the operation of convolution.
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Tüm fonk-siyoıılann R ’ye kısıtlanması olan iki olasılık yoğuıılıığııııun koıı- 
volüsyoııuııuıı her aralıkta ess sup.’unun sonsuz olabileceğini göste.riyoruz. 
Ayrıca pürüzsüzlüğün konvolüsyon altında bozulmasının bazı yeterli 
şartlarını veriyoruz.
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Chapter 1
Introduction.
The distribution function of sum of two independent random variables is 
given by the convolution of the distribution functions of these random vari­
ables. We shall use the terms ’’ distribution function” (d.f.) and ’’ probability 
density” (p.d.) in the sense accepted in Probability Theory. The convolution 
of two d.f.’s F\,F2 is the d.f. denoted by Fi * F^  and defined as
/ 00 rooFy{x -  s)dF2 { )^ =  /  F2 {x -  i^)dF,{s)-00 J  — 00
and the convolution two p.d.’s pi,p2 is the p.d. denoted by p\ *p2 and defined 
as
/ 00 pooPi{x -  s)p2{s)ds -  /  P2{x -  s ) p i( s ) d s .
-00 J  — 00
The convolution operation plays an important rôle in the probability the­
ory, so it is of interest to know how the smoothness of d.f.’s or p.d.’s and the 
smoothness of their convolutions are related. It is known that as a rule, con­
volution improves smoothness. For example, if one of the convoluted d.f.’s is 
continuous , then the convolution is also continuous. In 1937, Paul Lévy [1] 
has mentioned this rule as follows: ” D’une manière générale, toute condition 
de continuité ou d’analyticité imposée à une seule des lois composantes, toute 
condition limitant l’irrégularité de sa fonction de répartition et des dérivées 
de cette fonction, est vérifiée pour la loi résultante. La composition ne peut 
cpi’ameliorer la continuité et la régularité ” . ( In general, each condition of 
continuity or analyticity imposed on at least one of two d.f.’s, moreover, each 
condition restricting non-smoothness or irregularity of behavior of d.f. or its 
derivatives remains be true for convolution of these d.f.’s. The operation of 
convolution can improve but can not deteriorate continuity and smoothness.)
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İn order to elaborate the domain of applicability of this rule, D. A. Raikov 
[2] in 1939 had constructed an example of deterioration of smoothness under 
the operation of convolution. For this, he investigated the properties of 
symmetrizations of analytic d.f.’s. The symrnetrization SF  of the d.f. F is 
the d.f. given by
/ 00 F{x +  t)dF{t) =  { F * F ) { x )
-00
where F{x)  := 1 — F ( —x). Similarly, the symmetrization Sp of the p.d. p is 
the p.cl given by
l‘(X)
{Sp){x) := /  p{x +  s)p{s)ds ^  {p * p){x)
J  — 00
where p{x) := p{—x).
VVe say that a function / (x )  on R is analytic in the region G C C, 6’n R  7^  
0 , if there is a function j { z )  analytic in G and coinciding with f { x )  on GHR. 
It is called entire if there is a function f { z )  analytic on C and coinciding with 
f { x )  on R.
Raikov had proved that if F  is an entire d.f. then its symmetrization 
SF  is analytic at the origin if, and only if, F{z)  is bounded in some strip 
{z : |IiTi2:| < r}. Since there are entire d.f.’s unbounded on each strip {z : 
Ilınıl < v) , it follows that the convolution of two entire d.f.’s need not l)e 
niialytic at tlui origin.
The main aim of this work is to show that the deterioration can be much 
greater than in the Raikov’s example: we construct an entire p.d. with .sym­
metrization possessing infinite essential supremiim in any interval. The func­
tions possessing infinite essential supremum in any interval have extremely 
ba.d smoothness. For example, they cannot coincide almost everywhcu'e with 
a continuous function in any interval. Construction of these p.d.’s is based 
on a method quite different from the Raikov’s one. Nevertheless, Raikov’s 
method permits us to obtain some conditions of deterioration of smoothness 
under the convolution presented in this work.
Chapter 2
Definitions and Some Known Facts.
A non-decreasing, left-continuous function F  on R  with
lim Fix)  =  0, lim Fix) — 1
is called a distribution function (d.f.). A probability density (p.d) is a non- 
negative function p on R  such that
/ 00
p(x)dx =  1 .
-00·
If p is a p.d., then its integral F{x)  =  SlooPiv)^]!  ^ Characteristic 
function (ch.f.) of the d.f. F  is given as its Fourier-Stieltjes transform
/ 00 -00
and the ch.f. of the p.d. p is given as its Fourier transform (p{l) = 
J^ oo F^^p{x)dx. From the ch.f. </· one can reconstruct the d.f. by the in­
version formula:
it
dt
where x ,y  are continuity points of F  [3].
Given two functions /  , p on R, by their convolution we mean the function
/ 00 f { x  -  t)g{t)dt
-00
provided that the integral exists in some sense a.e.. We accept an cvgreernent 
to consider /  * 5 as smooth in some sense if it coincides a.e. with a function 
actually smooth in this sense. In the following cases, the integral in Lebesgue
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sense exists a.e. and convolution improves the smoothness of the convoluted 
functions:
(i) If /  G Loo(R-) and g G //i(R ), then f  * g uniformly continuous, and
||/*-7lU<ll/IUIMIi.
(n) If /  G i/j,(R ),<7 G L,;(R), where l /p + l/r / =  1, then f * g  is continuous, 
and tends to 0 at infinity. Moreover, one has
\\f*<j\\oo < 1I/IUI.(/||,·
(in) If f , g  are compactly supported functions and /  G C"(R), g G 
C"‘ (R), then f  * g also has a compact support and f  * g ^ C"+"‘ (R).
We will give several refinements of these statements later in the work.
The following facts are well known. If f , g  G Ti(R), then f  * g £ L|(R). 
Convolution is a commutative and associative operation in Li. Moreover, 
the convolution theorem holds: If / ,  <7 G T i(R ) with Fourier transforms j\g 
then the transform of their convolution is given by
=  / ( 0 ^(0 ·
These facts are also valid for p.d.’s and d.f.’s.
Convolution of two d.f.’s F\ and F2 is the d.f. defined by the Stieltjes
/ 00 rooF i { x - t ) d F 2 { t ) =  F2{x -  t)dF^{l).
-00 J  —00
For analytic d.f. F  we’ll use both notations F{x)  and F{z),  since values of 
an entire function on R  completely characterize it. Likewise for the ch.f.’s 
and p.d.’s.
In order to relate the analyticity of a probability density with the an- 
alyticity of its symmetrization, we have investigated the growth of these 
functions. Fundamental tools in this investigation are the quantities M (r ,/ )  
and H(r , f ) ,  defined in the following ways:
·■= max 1/ ( 5:) I for r < R 
\A<^
for /  being analytic in the disc {z : \z\ < R}.
H { r , f ) : =  sup |/( )^| for r <
|lirLj|<r
for /  being analytic in the strip {z : |Imz| < R],  Clearly, for non-coiistaiit 
/ ,  both M { r , f )  and H{ r , f )  are increasing functions of?·, and the ine(iuality 
< H{ r , f )  is always satisfied.
To investigate the growth of the entire p.d.’s and their symmetrizations, 
we use the order p[f] of an entire function /  defined by the equality
p[f] := limsup
log log M(r, / )  
log ?·
The order of an entire function measures its growth on the discs centered 
at the origin. Besides of the order, we introduce another characteristic of 
growth which measures the growth of an entire function on the horizontal 
strips surrounding the real axis, which is defined by the equality
log log / / (r, / )
« [ /]  := lim sup log r
Evidently, p[f] <  « [/] .
For entire functions / ,  g we have
pin =  P i n  =  H /" " l
and
p [ f +  9] <  max(p[/],p[(7]), 
pU'g] <  max(/?[/],p[<7]).
We shall adopt the following notation for .some subsets of Z/i(R):
L f  is the set of all non-negative functions on R  belonging to T i(R ) and 
not equivalent to 0;
EL^ is the set of all functions of which are restrictions to R  of entire 
functions;
E ^ L t  is the subset of L f  consisting of the functions satisfying the equal­
ity h[f] =  00, where
h[f] :=  sup{r > 0 : f is analytic in the strip {z  : [Im j^ < ?*} and <  00};
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E ,L t  is the subset of E L f  consisting of the functions satisfying p[f] < p;
U is the set of all functions /  G L f  possessing the property: for any 
non-empty interval ]a, ^[, the equality
ess sup f i x )  =  oo 
e^]a,p[
is valid. Recall the definition
ess sup f ( x )  := inf sup fix). 
■ xe]a,P[ E:iiicusE=0 a..c]c,/3[ \/i
(2. 1)
The set Tj” consists of functions equal to probability densities uj) to a 
positive constant factor. The set EL^ can be viewed as a subset of Tj” 
consisting of functions with ’’ extremely good smoothness” . The set UL'l 
can be viewed as a subset of consisting of functions with ’’ extremely bad 
smoothness” . The set E°°L'i is the subset of E L f  consisting of functions 
bounded in the strips {z  : |Im2;| < R}  for each R.
S : L'\ ^  Li is the operator of symmetrization defined by tlie equality 
{Sf ) {x)  =  r  }\x +  t)f{t)dt, X € R. (2.2)
J  — OO
We accept the agreement that S f  is defined by (2.2) everywhere on R. Note 
that S f  is an even function, and S is the operator of convolution /(.r) and 
/ ( —x). We shall call S f  the symmetrization of / .
Chapter 3
Statement of Results.
As we have mentioned, functions of ULf cannot coincide almost every­
where with a continuous function in any interval, so they have extremely 
bad smoothness. Main result of this work consists in showing that such a 
function can be written as the convolution of two entire functions.
T heorem  3.1 (M ain R esult) There exists f  G EL'l such that S f  G U L f , 
i.e. S{EL+)r)UL+  7^  0 .
An interesting consequence of this theorem is that the set UL'\ is not void. In 
the proof of this theorem, we use a theoixnn of T. Carleman on approximation 
by entire functions on R. By the help of the generalization of this theorcMU dm' 
to Keldysh, it is possible to prove the following refinement of the Theorem 3.1:
T heorem  3.2 / /p  > 3, there is a function f  G EpL'l such that S f  G (hLf,
S { E p L t ) n U L t  ^ 0 .l.C.
Now we give some conditions of deterioration of smoothness obtained by use 
of the Raikov’s method. In order to relate the analyticity of a function with 
the analyticity of its symmetrization, we have compared their growth. The 
basic result in this direction is the next theorem. Recall that h.[f] gives the 
supremum of the r ’s such that the function /  is analytic and bounded in the 
strip {z  : |Im2:| <  r}.
Theorem 3.3 Let f  £ . Then
(г) h[f] =  h[Sf] > R, and H{ r ,Sf )  =  M { r , S f )  <  ||/||,//(r,/ )  for 
r < R.
(ii) If S f  is analytic in the disc {z  : \z\ < R }, then /t[5/] > R, h[f] > 
R/2, and the following inequality is valid:
I
M { r , S f )  =  H{r ,Sf )  <  ||/||i//(r,/) < ll/ll, +  h ) , S f ) Y  ,
r > 0, /i > 0, 2{r + h) < R.{:i.\)
Tlie I’ollowing corollary is immediate:
C orollary 3.1 /  G E °°Lf if, and only if S f  G E L f , and if f  G E'^Jjf then 
the equation p[f\ < « [/]  =  />[5/] =  n[Sf] is valid.
The next theorem describes the possible pairs (p[/],
T heorem  3.4 Let {р,к) be a pair of numbers such that I < /> < < oo.
There exists a function f  G E°°Lf such that p[f] =  p, « [/]  =  n.·
Therefore, if /  G E°°L'l is of fixed order p[f] =  p, then the order p[Sf] 
of S f  can be arbitrarily large. Now let f , g  G ELf .  If p[f] < p[y], tlu'ii 
it is natural to consider /  as ’’ more smooth” then g. Since p[Sf] = л[/] 
l>y the Corollary 3.1, the functions constructed in the Theor<'m 3.1 can Ik* 
interpreted as examples of deterioration of smoothness under convolution.
The following two statements are direct consequences of the Theorem 3.3:
C orollary 3.2 Let f  G E L f . If h[f] < oo, then S f  ф ELf .
T heorem  3.5 (R aikov); Let f  G E L f  be such that h[f] =  0. Then S f  
cannot be analytic at the origin.
We show the existence of such a function /  with p[f] =  1 . On tlu' other 
hand, as an example satisfying the hypotheses of the Theorem 3.5, Raikov 
considered the function f { x )  =  d/dx exp{l  — exp[e~*’]}. However, its sym- 
metrization S/ ,  being not analytic at 0, is infinitely differentiable by the 
following theorem:
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T heorem  3.6  Assume f  E L f is a bounded function with continuous, 
bounded derivatives up to the order n. Then S f  has continuous, bounded 
derivatives up to the order n.
Uy Uie re(inement of tlic Raikov’s nieUiod, a staI.emeiU. of t.lic coiiViMsc type 
can also be proved: ,
T heorem  3.7 If f  € L f is not n-tirnes differentiable or it is but not all 
derivatives are bounded, then S f is not 2n + 2 times diffeirntiable al the 
origin.
For each /> > 2, there are functions /  G E L f such that p[f] = p and / '  is 
unbounded on R. Together with the Theorem 3.7, this assertion gives
T heorem  3.8 For all p ^ 2, there exists an f  G EL'l such that S f  is not 
A-times differentiable at the origin.
Finally, there is a function /  unbounded on R  and yet belongs to E if f , so 
that by the Theorem 3.7, S f  is not twice differentiable at the origin.
Chapter 4
P r eliminar ies.
4.1 Analytic characteristic functions.
In tliis section, we give the results of Raikov which shows that a ch.f. analytic 
at the point zero can always be continued analytically into a strip surrounding 
the real axis. First result in this direction is the following lemma, whicli is 
of interest by itself.
Lem m a (R aikov) Let F be a d.f.j (j) be its ch.f,, and let (j) be 2n-times 
dijjerenliable at the origin. Then
/ 00 \x\”^dF{x) < 00, m = 0, 1 , ..‘in.
-00
Moreover,4> is 2n-times· differentiable on R, and these derivatives can be rep­
resented by the integrals
^(m) t^) =  r  m = 0, 1, ....‘i·;/..
J  — 00 ,
Now we restate these results in terms of the functions in L t:
C orollary 4.1 Let f  € L ff I f f  is 2n-times differentiable at the origin, then
/ 00 \x\^f{x)dx < 00, rn — 0, 1 , ..2n.
-00
Moreover, f  is 2n-times differentiable on R, and these derivatives can be 
■represented by the integrals
A/
fi^){t)  =  /  x”‘ e“ "7(a:)dx, rn =  0,1, . . . ‘¿n.
J — CX)
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Analyticity of ch.f.’s at the origin, like their diiFerentiability, can be ex- 
teiidcid to the whole real line:
T heorem  (R aikov) Let F  be a d.f. and let f  be its cli.f. analytic in the 
disc {z : \z\ < R } . Then
/ 00
¿■^dF{x) <  00, —R < r < R.
-00
Moreover, h[(j)] >  R and the following representation is valid in the strip 
{z  : |lrnz| < R}.
/ 00 F^^dF{x).
-00
Proof. Apply the lemma to the corresponding d.f. F(x)  =  f{t)dt)/\\f\\i.O
Again, we state this theorem in terms of the functions in L+ .
C orollary 4.2 Let f  ^ L f . If f  is analytic in the disc {z : |::| < R) then
/ 00 e''^f[x)dx <  00, —R < r < R.-00
Moreover, h[f] >  R and and the following representation is valid in the strip
{z  : llm2r| < R }.
A /*00
f { z )  =  /  e ‘ ‘ f (x)dz.
J  — 00
Proof follows by application of the theorem to the corresponding d.f..
4.2 Distribution functions with nonnegative charac­
teristic function.
Assume that we have a p.d. p with nonnegative ch.f. (f>. If 4> is integrable, 
one can treat ^ as a p.d. and p as its ch.f.. Hence in this particular case tlie 
Raikov’s theorem on analytic ch.f.’s is applicable for the p.d. p as well. The 
question of integrability of (f> has been solved by Raikov:
T heorem  (R aikov) Let F  be a d.f. with nonnegative ch.f. (f>. / /F ' ( 0) exists 
then
(i) (j) £ L\
11
(ii) F'{x) exists at each x € R  and
11 fO O
n ^ )  =  : r  ‘ - ' “ m i t ·L 'K  J  — oo
In L f , tills theorem takes the following form:
C orollary 4.3 Let f  E L f be contimioxis at 0 and let f  be its transform. If 
f i t )  >  0, then f  € L t and f { x )  =  l/{2ir)
P roof. Apply the theorem to the corresponding d.f..D
Now we are ready to formulate Corollary 4.2 for functions /  G L f with /  > 0.
T heorem  4.1 Let f  E L f be a function analytic in the disc {z : |c'| < R ). 
If f  is nonnegative, then
e^^f{t)dt < oo, —R < r < R.
-OO
Moreover, h[f] >  R and
m  =  ^
in the strip {z : |Im2:| < R ) .
P roof. By the Corollary 4.3 it follows that /  G L\ and
1
By the change of variable t =  —t, we obtain
2TT I A
= TTTiT /  F'^^f{-T)dT.
J  —OO
Since f { t )  >  0 and, one can regard / ( —0/||/||i asap.d. and 27r/(x)/||/||| as 
its ch.f.. So /  is an analytic ch.f. and the result follows upon the application 
of the Corollary 4.2.0 ,
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4.3 Analytic Functions W ith The Ridge Property.
Another important property possessed by the analytic ch.f.’s is tlie ridge 
|)i'operty. By definition, the function /  analytic in the strip ; |lm;r| < R}  
has the ridge property if it satisfies the inequality
\f{x + iy)\ < \f{iy)\
for all y such that —R < y < R. Recalling the definitions of the (|iiantities 
A /(r ,/ )  and introduced in the Section ‘2 , we seci that for fuiu tioiis
with the ridge property, is always finite for r < R. Moreover, wi;
have M [ r , f )  =  H{r^f)  in this case. We state these facts as
T heorem  Ltt f  be a function analytic in the strip {z : |lrn2:| < li). I f f  
possesses the ridge property, M{ r , f )  =  JI{r,f)  for all r < R and in ease f  
is entire, p[f] =  «[/]·
There exists analytic functions with the ridge property:
T heorem  Assume that 4> is a ch.f analytic in the disc {c  : |c| < It). Then 
it is analytic in the strip {z  : |Iiti2:| < Ji} and it possesses the ridge property.
The following corollary is immediate consequence of the last two theorems.
C orollary 4.4 Let f  he a ch.f. analytic in the strip {z : |lm~| < R ). Then. 
M (r, f )  =  //(r , (f>) for all r < R, and in case (j) is entire, p[(j)] =  «[</!'].
Now we combine the Theorem 4.1 with the Corollary 4.4:
C orollary 4.5 Let f  G L f be analytic in the disc {z : \z\ < R} and f { l )  > Ü. 
Then
I  e‘^ ^f(t)dt <  oo, —R < r < R.
Moreover, h[f] >  R and
1
in the strip {z  : |Im5r| < ./?} and M{ r , f )  =  H{ r , f )  for all r < R. If 
f  e  E L f ,  then p[f] =  « [ /] .
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Figure 4.1:
4.4 Mittag-LefHer’s Method.
The lemma we shall prove is bcised on the idea first used Mittag-Lelfler 
in 1903 to construct entire functions with desired asymptotic Ixdiaviour.
Lem m a 4.1 (M ittag-LefHer) Denote by Co the anyle {:: : |argc:| < 
d},0  < 0 < IT, and let y be a function analytic in for some 7 , satis- 
fyiny y{z)  =  0(1/|~|^) as |c| —)· 00 in where 0 < a· < 7 . Dejine
i z€  M(C\Ch)
I »(--) + *  A , -^ € 6·.
for some 6 such that a < 6 < 7 , where Ls =  OCi, at the oviyin, oriented as 
in the I‘'iyure Jj.l. Then
(i) fti{z) can be continued analyticcdly to the whole plane as an entire 
function.
(ii) fs{z) does not depend on 8. Let us denote this entire function by 
f { z ) .  Then
m  =
0 (A ) as l^ l —> 00 in C\G,
<7(2 ) + «•s |~| 00 in Gs.
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( m )
(ISO ij^ )
( / * " * ( - )  +  ( IS
oc· in C\G.
■DC· in Cs-
In the proof of this lemma, we shall use the following two theorems.
Theorem  (Plem elj-Sokhotski) Lei L be a smooth contour (closed or open) 
and g be a function analytic on L. Then the Cauchy type integral
i /< /(C Kr t c  ·= —  /'
‘I r n d L C - z
has the limiting values f~{z)  at all points of the contour except the
endpoints, on approaching the contour from the left or from the right along 
an arbitrary path, where
r m  -  ¡ s m + ~ l / - ( - ' )  -  -\ i i in  +  ¿ / ^
g(0<I<
'l C — z
The singular integral fi^g(C)d(({( — z) for z ^ L is understood in the sense 
of Cauchy principal vedue.
Theorem  (Painleve) Let G be a region, and let L be a smooth contour 
separaiing G to two regions G\ and G'2. If f  is a function analytic in the 
regions G\ and G2 and continuous on G, then f  is analytic in G .
Proof of these theorems can be found in [4].
P ro o f  o f  the Lemma.
(?) For ::  ^ L$ the Cauchy-type integral converges absolute!}' since on 
L{, one has |</(C)| < G/\()\^ . Hence ./) is analytic in C\Lfi. By the Plemelj- 
Sokhotski theorem, the Cauchy-type integral </(C)/(C ~ ~)^ C^ the jump 
of cimount g{z) for z € Lf . 7  ^ 0. Therefore fs is continuous on C \{0). By
the Painleve’s theorem, /,s is analytic in C\{0}. To see that it is also analytic 
at the origin, w’e first exclude the point 0 from Ls by slightly defoi ming Ls in 
Ge (shown by the dashed circle in the Figure 4.1), and define a new function 
f&{z) := g{z) +  2^  fi^ -■^ ^[‘'dz for 5 l}’ing to tlie left of the deformed contour 
¿¿. Clearly /5  is analytic at the origin, and f i {x)  =  fbC') foi’ ·'»■  ^ R·” · Hence 
ft, gives the analytic continuation of ft  to the origin.
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(??) Let 8' be such that 6 < S' < 7 . To beg in with, we shall show that /,? 
and fi' admits the same analytical extension /  to C. For this, it suffices to 
show that fs(x)  =  .h'i-f) lor .r 6 R “ . Define
Lr -.= € i ,  : |.-| < R }; L'r ■.= G L,, : |--| < fl):
and put Pr := Lr U U r U Cr , oriented clockwise (Figure 4.2). Then, since 
(j is analytic inside the contour, 0 = </(C)/(C ~ ■v)(K. Therefore;
0 = lim [
R—^ Jp,
= lim ^ f (jiQ(K f  .ylUd; I 
,■-.!· Jl>r C -X  Jcr< C-x { 'IPn ( , - . 1- n—^[JLH -  X L’k ( ; x Cb
Clearly, lim/i_,>c,/c7,.v(C)/(C “  0, so that 0 = - ¡ s { x )  +
.Now note that, if r G 6 ',<, then dist(L'fl.r) > |r|sin((5' — 8). so that we 
have
1 /  < -------- ---------- = C (— )
as |c| DC. in 6V. Hence. f { z )  =  = g{z) + -  =)(K =
(j{z) +  0[\l\z\) as |~| x:. in 6 '*·.
On the other hand lor c G C\C/,s choose 8" such that a < 8" < 8. 
Then if r G C\Ge then dist(Ti», ~) > |c|sin((5 -  8"). and similarly we have 
/(.:·) =  j\<n{z) =  (][z) +  0(1/1-1) as |-| oc in C\CV..
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(/’//) Tlie Caiicliy-tv|)(' integra] (leíiiiing f  is iinifoiinly convergent, on any 
compact set. jjaving a positi\'e distaiice to tlie contour oí integi*ation, so the 
integrand can be differentiated. We then apply tlie argument in tlie ])ai*t (//) 
inductively to obtain the rlesired lesiilt.D
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Chapter 5
Proof of the Main Result and its 
Refinement.
We begin by construction of a continuous function g € L f  such that 
(Sg){x) =  cxD for any x € Q. Note tliat, if  ^ € L f , then the value of its 
syniinetrization at the origin is given by (,S'^)(0) =  ||</||2· However, there are 
continuous functions g  ^ L'l such that g ^ Z/2(R)· This is the basic fact in 
this construction.
For 2 <  7? G N denote by Sn the function continuous on R , equal to 
zero for X ^]n — -f 2i?~ [^, equal to n for x G [77,77 +  /7“ ]^, linear for
X G [?7 — 77"^, 77] and for X G [77 +  n +  277“ '^ ]. Define
</ = S (.5 . 1 )
n—2
Since the supports of .s„’s do not overlap, and ll-i’nii =  ‘2n~^. it is eas}^  to 
verify that q is continuous on R  and belongs to L'l. For any non-negative 
integer 777, we have
{Sq) {m) = I  =  I + 1)di >
„=9 .,.=9 n =  ‘ln —2 n —2
^ rn-\-{n+ni)~^
n=2
77(77. + m)cH >
n=2 
77
^  (77 + m f
— oc·.
Set
A'=] ''
(.5 .2 )
IS
Since each sinninand in (n.’i)  is continuous on R  and. moreover. Ilie support 
of the /rth summand is contained in [ .^ oc[. tlie series converges everywhere 
and (j is continuous oi) R. Since
Hill, s Z j I W o - e ) i i ,  =  11,11,
/■•=J /. = J
we liave () G /// ’ .
Let X be a non-jjegal i\-e rational number; set. x = m/t), where rn E 
N U {0), 77. G N. We Ijave
(.?i)(.T) = /_“  I E  pii··' -  I { e  p o - i ' + I '«  >
/ OO 1 ] J
{ — ( j { 7l i  — n ^ ) } { — ( j ( n i  +  777 — 77^ ) } f / /  =  ~  </(-^)</(-‘* +  m ) d s  —
- OO 7^ '  ^^  1 1  J  — c<j
=  =  OO.n.
Since Sg is an even function, we conclude that (,S’^)(,7·) =  oo for iiny x G Q. 
Thus, the function g with ¡properties mentioned at the beginning of proof has 
been constructed.
In order to construct the desired function /  G EL'^, we need tlie following 
theorem by Carleman.
Theorem  (T . Carlem an [5]) Let g bt a (complex-valued) coniimicrus func­
tion on R . Lei c =  c{7·) be a positive decreasing continvo7i.s fxenction on [0, oo[. 
There exists an entire function f  such that
l,t/(·'·) -  /(•'?')l < id·'·!)· ·■*■  ^ R·
We shall use the following corollary to this tlieorem.
C orollary 5.1 7 /g is assumed to be non-negative on R, then f  can. be chosen, 
to be positive on R .
To derive the corollary, ])ote that, b}· Carlernan’s theorem, there e.xists an 
entire function /i  such that
li/(·'·) +  < jc (k l) , e R
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It is easy to see tlial the runctioii f {z)  = + ,/')(:)} is entire, positive
Oil R. and is valid .
Now we can construci tlie finictioii /  € ELf  sncli tliat S f  € U L f . Let 
(] be the function defined by (5.2). By (lie corollary to Carleinan's theorem, 
tliere exists an entire fnnetion /  positive on R  and satisfying the condition
M·r)-./■(α·)|<c-l■’·l. x ^ R .
Hence, /  G ELf .  It remains to show that S f  G Put S := f  — (j, then
|<^ (.r)| < .r G R. Since the convolution of two functions of L\ (R ) is
l)ounded if at least one of t hem is, we have
\{(j * ¿'“ )(.r)| < A', \{(j~ * ¿)(.r)| < 7\', |(i * <^“ )(;)·)l < E. X G R.
where <5“ (.r) =  ¿ (—.r), y~(x)  =  and K  is a. positive constant. There-
fore we obtain
(,S 7)(:r) =  (,S'(i/-f ¿))(.r) =  (-S7)(.r) +  ( i / * r ) ( :i O  +  ( .V " *^ )( ;r )  +  (,<) * r ) ( . r )  >
> iSg)ix) -  3A', .r G R.
Since {Sg)(x)  =  oo for x G Q, we conclude that
iSf) {x)  =  oo, X G Q. (5.4)
In order to derive from (5.4) that S{f)  G l -Lf ,  we shall use the following 
t wo lemmas.
Lem m a 5.1 Ij j\g arc coniimious noirucgative fun(iions, ilicn Ihe convolu- 
Hon f  g is lower stmicoriiinuous.
P roof. The function /  g can be represented as the ])ointwise limit of the 
no]j-decrecising sequence of continuous functions
f {x  - i)g{i)(H
Since the limit of a non-decreasing sequence of continuous fimctions is lower 
semicontinuous, so is /
Lem m a 5.2 If f  is a lower stmiconiiinioiis funciion such that f {x )  =  +oo 
for :v in a dense subset M ofH, then f  possesses infinite essential suprenium 
in any interval.
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Proof. By tlje lowoi· sriiiicoulimiity o( /. the set {x : f ( x )  > C-}n](/,6[
i.s o])cn lor any C > 0 and lor any inlci val ]f/,6[. By the condition of tlie 
tlieorern, this set is noneniply. Since any nonempty open set lias a ]>ositive 
Ix'besgne measure, \vc obtain for any set 1:1. meas E= 0. /(;r) > C.
Hence ess sup,. ]^,, ¡,[/(:r) > C. Using the arbitrariness of C. we get tlie desired 
result. □
VVe are now ready to complete tlie j:>roof of the Theorem 3.1. By the 
Lemma 5.1, S f  is a lower semicontinuous function. Since {Sf) {x)  — oo for 
X G Q, S f  € IJLf according to tlie Lemma 5.2.□
Now we proceed to prove Theorem 3.2, i.e. to sliow that there exists 
a function /  of order < 3 such that S f  G U L f . Since order of an entire 
function can be considered as a measure of its smoothness, the Theorem 3.2 
can be viewed as a refinement of the main result. We begin with a lemma.
Lem m a 5.3 There exist a function h G EL^ such that p[f] =  1 and h{x) -  
1 /{x log  ^x) + 0{x~^ '^ )^ as X +00 in R  .
P i'oof. We apply tlie Miltag-Leffler’s method to the function (j{z) := 
c~'~/{y/z]ogz) which is analytic in the region {r  =  re^  ^ : —■Kfl < 0 < 
Stt/2 ■, z 1 }  ^ with tlie branch of the logarithm real on R·*".
1, g is decreasing in the lower half plane. Indeed, let Ö be such that 
0 < 6 <  7t/ 2. Then if arg.: < —<5 or arg :  > tt +  <i, we have
f;h|sinö
< for |:| > 3.
2. Denote G := : - tt/ 4 < arg-· < 57t/ 4) and put L :
Lemma. 4.1 there exists an entire function /  such that
=  OG. By the
f{^) = 0 (6 )
as
</(:) +  0 (j^ ) as 
by defining /  by the formula
OC' in C\G 
oo in 6',
f, , / i-€m/(C\6·)
■ ‘ ' 1 --€6·.
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/(^0 = -7 ^ ------+ ^^(-) as ,r (5.5)/^x log X X
and
Clearly, f)[ f] =  1 and / (.r) = (j{x) + (){] / , r) as \x\ -oc in R. Hence we ha.ve
,Wr) = + C( — ) as X —DC·.
3. Consider the iunction
i(z) : = { f { z )  +  f (~])\
wliicli is also entire, and nonnegative on R. From the estimation for /  we 
obtain |t(.i;)| < 2/(|;r|log^ |.r|). Therefore i is integrable.
On the other hiind, as x +oo, by (5.5) we hcive
( e“ ’ ·^ fe'"· 1 1 ^
/(■n= -7^1------+  - r i -------+ ^ ( - )(v/.rlog.T \/.rlog.r X )
, 4cos^;r ^
<(·>· = - T ^  + 0(x-^/^).X log X
4. Finall}^ define the entire function /? of order 1 as 
h(z) - {i(z) +  /(z +  - /2 ) } /4 .
Clearly, h is a nonnegative, integrable function on R. As x —>■ +oo we have
h(x) =
cos'^  X
+
sin^  X
rlogCr (,r + |)log^(.r+|)
1 — sin"^  X snr X
7T + 0(x-^/·^)
+ + 0(x-^^'^).rlog^r (x + f)log'-(.r +  f )
Using the formula. .f(-r +  e) — /(.r) =  af'{6) for .some 0 in the interval [,t, .r+ a] 
we obtain -------- L-------------L_ -- Oi —
{x +  f ) log^(.r + I ) ,r log- X x'^
So finally we have
h{x) =
X log^  x
+ 0 (x  as X +OO.D
·?·>
In order to constnicl tlie fuiidioji /  G such tliat S f  G VLt,  we
shall use the refiucmeut oí tlie Carleinaii tlieorern due to Keldysh [6]. For a 
detailed exposition of this theorem see [7]
T heorem  5.1 (Keldysh) Ld g he a (complex valued) d¡fj( real ¡able fuiic- 
lion on R . Put
//.(?■) := inax|/(.T)|, u[g] := lim sup
|.r|<r r-^ OO log?'
Lf ihen for (dch t > 0 there exists an entire function f  whose order
do not exceed u[g] + 1 and satisfing \f{x) — < c for all x G R.
We will use this theorem in the following form:
C orollary 5.2 Let g he a real valued, nonnegative function satisfying the 
conditions of the above theorem. Then there exists an entire function f  whose 
order do not exceed n[g] + 1 which is real valued and nonnegative on R  and 
satisfy 0 < f i x )  -  (j{x) < 1.
P roof. Iniitiale tlie proof of the Corollary 5.1.
Note that, under the conditions of the above corollary, F  can be expres.sed 
in the form F(x)  =  /(.?■) + i(.r) on R , where 0 < 0{x) < 1.
Now we are ready to ])rove the refinement of the Theorem 3.1;
P i'oo f o f  the Theorem  3.2
1. Construct ion of (he function, l^ or 3 < ?r G N denote by s„ t he function 
continuous on R, equal to zero for x — \/{n log'^  ?/), ?i +  2/(/? log'^  i?)[, ecpial 
to 7?. log ?^?. in the interval [??,??. +  l/(?7 log  ^?;)], linear for [n — ]/(/?.log^ ??.),?/] 
and for [?? + 1 / ( 7? log'^/?). 7Í + 2/ ( 7? log"* 77)]. One can make the edges of 
smoother, so that it becomes a differentiable function. Define
¿  •í'nC'í·)
7t = 3
and set
» ( * ) = E
i ,(h · -  k<)
k = l k'^
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Since the supports of .s„’s do not ovo'rJap. q is differentiable on R. Likewise, 
tlie support of the funciion q(kx — /,·!) is contained in [/,·. oc[. so that the 
series defining </ converge everywliere ajjd </ is also differentiable. VVe will 
ap]>roximate this function b,y an entiie function accoiding to the coj-ollary to 
Keldysh theorem. Let us first calculate//(r) for the function g. If .r < 1, then 
g'{x) is identically 0. so that it suffices to consider x > 1 only. So assume 
that 1 < .r < V. Then, since the function q[kx — /.·!) vanish for kx — k\ < 1, 
only the finite number u{r) := : (/,■ — 1)! < ?·} of the terms contributes
to g. Note that by Stirling’s formula ??(?·) =  0(log?·) as ?’ —»· oo. Hence for 
|,id < r we have
q(Lx -  Á·!)t/(·'·) = Z ]  -----r>----- ! < ; ’·<
k=\
.</'(·''’ ) =  ¿  -^— 7 ---- — <  ¿  1 <  3· <  r.
k=l  ^ A = ]
2Now dearly we haA^ e |^ '(.r)| < (»t + l)^]og^(.r +  1). Inserting this in the above 
inequality, we get
7l {r)
^ \og^"{kx-k\+l) <  ??(?-).T ]^og‘ .^r -  O(r^log' r) as r oo.
k-l
Therefore g{r) =  0{r^ log' r) as r —> oo , and for i/[g] we have
r i ,· log//(?·) ,. logOir^log^·)
u[g\ — lim sup ^ --------=  Jim --------- -^------------  < ¿■log V log r
By the Corollary 5.2, we conclude that there e.xists an entire function /0 real 
valued and nonnegative on R  with p\f] <  5, satisfying fo{x) — g{x)  +  ¿(."lO? 
wliere b is such that 0 < b{x) < 1.
Put f{z)  := f(){z)h{z), where h is the funciion found in the Lemma 5.3. We 
claim that /  is a function with the desired properties.
2. Now we shall pro\'e that /  € E:¡Lf. Since p[li] =  1, p[fo] ^  3, /  is 
entire and p[f] < 3. Clearly /  is nonnegative on R , and it remains only to 
sIjow that it is integrable:
I f{x)dx = I {g{x) + b{x)]h{x)dx 
= J  b{x)hix)dx + J  g{x)h{x)dx.
Since S is bounded and h is integrable, tlie first integral above is finite. Lor 
the second integral, note that g vanishes on R “ so that it suffices to show
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that /o°° g{x)h{x)dx <  oo. We have
i*oo QQ rc
A : =  g(x)h{x)dx =  Y^
Jo Jo
q{kx — A:!)
h(x)da
oo 1 oo -oo
=  E n E /  ^n(H· -  A;!)/i(a-KT.
¿=1 * n=3-'‘*
By the change of variable kx — k\ =  y we obtain
° °  1 foo  II 4-  oo 1 oo , ,  I I . |
=  E  ^  E =  E  E
A;=l n=3· n log'* n
The last inequality follows since the support of s„ is contained in [;¿ — 
2/(n log^n),n  +  2 /(nlog^n)]. On the other handy using the inequality 
<  n log  ^n we get
0 0 - ^ 0 0 ,y +  A:!, 0 0 ^ 0 0 ,y +  A:!,
^  <  E  7^  E  " I — 3~  ^ n i v V ^ — ,— ■) ^  E  7 7  E  ) ·A;3 nlog'^n iie[n-i,n+i] k ^
Now define r(x) := l/(o;log^a;). From h{x) =  r{x)-\-0\x~^/'^) as x —> +oo it 
follows that h{x) <  Cr{x), x > 2 for some positive constant C. The function 
V is decreasing, so we have
/ J/ +  A:!  ^ — 1 +  A·! ^max r (— ;— ) =  r ( --------------- ).
2/6[n~l,n+l] k k
On the other hand, recall the forrnula
too
E  /(^ )  ^ f M  +  /  f{y)dy
which is valid if /  is a decreasing function. Using this formula, we get
Bk := y , max hi— ;— ) < <7 /  , max r (— ;— ) < C }  r ( --------;------- ).
n =3  ‘ 71 =  3
y — I -{■ k\ 
k
)dy.
Substitute X =  (y — 1 +  A!)/A in the integral to get
Bk <  C r ( ^ - ^ )  +  Ck r{x)dx
Hence
=  =  0(A) as A -> oo.A logx
^  4
^  ^ E  < 00·
fc=l P
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We conclude that /  is integrable.
3. We shall prove (Sf) {x )  =  oo for x G Q. Let x =  a/b G where 
a, 6 G N. Then ^
{Sf) {x )  =  /  f { l ) f { x  +  t)dt
J — oo
/ 00 rooh{t){g{t )+S{t) }h{x+t) {g{x+t)+6 (x+t)}dt  > / h{t)h{x+t)g{i)g{x-jrl)dt.
-O O  * 0
Inserting the series defining g above, we get
iSf)(x)  >  [ h(t)h(x + 1) j f ;  <i(kx +  k y k \ ) ]^
>  —  /  h { l ) h ( x  +  L ) q { h L  — b \ ) q [ h x  +  ¿ /  — b \) d L ^
0 0
by picking just one term from each infinite sum. Upon the change of variable 
l)l — b\ =  y and recalling that bx = a, .above inc<iuality b(icom(is
{S f ) {x )  > ^  ^')<7(y)g(a +  y)dy.
Recall that h{x) =  r(x) +  0{x~^^^) as x —* + 00, so that h{y) > r(y)/2 for 
y >  2/0· If we increase the lower limit —b\ of the last integral to byo, the 
inequality will be preserved:
{Sf) {x )  >  ^')?(y)</(a + y)dy
^ 1 ,y  +  b\ y -\· a-kr b\
-  — 6—
Since r is a decreasing function we have
iSf) {x )  >  +  y)dy.
Now we insert the series defining q into the last inequality:
iSf){x) >  ^  +  a + I>.^   ^ ^   ^ ^
OO
>
46® .Ayo I*
n^=3
00
<n=3
) i*n(i/)^a+n(a +  y)dy.
n = 3
Put no := a-h [61/0] +  1· Simply eliminating the terms for which n < no above, 
we obtain
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1 °° n
-
(n+a) log^ (n+a) 2 / 2/ ”1" ^2/ ir {■ '■)sn{y)3a+n{a +  y)dy.
n=no
The last inequality follows from the fact that [n, n + I /((n  + a) log^(n +
«))] C  [6yo,oo[· Or* other hand, note that ¿’„(j/) =  'nlog‘' /t, +
y) =  (n +  a)log^(n +  a) and r^{{y +  a +  0^ /^) — *’^((2n + a + W)/6) for 
y 6 [n,n +  l /( (n  +  a)log^(n + a)n)]. Using these inequalities, we obtain
1 °°
(5/)(x) > TTs E41'* „ i i .  (n +  a) log (n +  o)
2 . 2 n a b \  , 3 / \ 1 3/ \jQg'^  log (^77,+a)
1  ^ 3 \ / 'l·  ^ b\ ^ _ 2 j 2 n + (I + l>\
=  ^  E  «(lo g  « ) ( ----------1----------) log ( — - T ---------- ) =  oo·
Hence, the result (Sf) {x )  =  oo for all x G Q+ is proved. Since S f  is an even 
function, we conclude that (Sf) {x )  =  oo for all a: 6 Q.
4. Finally, let us show S f  G ULf.  Since 5 /  is a lower semicontimious 
function such that (Sf) {x )  =  oo for a; 6 Q, S f  € ULf  by the Lemma 5.2.□
We believe that S{EiLf)  fl ULf ^  0 , we failed to prove it.
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Chapter 6
The Operator. S.
The symmetrization of a p.cl. has a nonnegative ch.f.. This is tlie basic fact 
which allows us to relate the analyticity of a p.cl. with the analyticity of its 
.symmetrization.
Lem m a 6 .1  Let f  e  L t . Then T j  =  |/p.
Hence the symmetrization S f  of /  e has a nonnegative Fourier transform.
P roof. By the definition of S, we have {Sf) {x )  =  ( / *  J){x), where 
/(•^ ’ ) =  The transform of /  is
/*00 poo poo ___
j [ t )  =  f { - x ) d x  =  J e~^^^f{x)dx =  J e‘^^f{x)dx =  f{t) .
Hence, by the convolution theorem;
( 5 / ) ( o  =  m J i t )  =  m J i T )  =  \m \\a
Therefore, the Corollary 4.5 is applicable for S / .  This yields the next corol­
lary.
C orollary 6 .1  Let f  E. L f , and let S_f be its symmetrization. If S f  i 
analytic in the disc {z  : \z\ < R}, then
/ OO ^e’’‘ |/(f)|2dZ < OO, - R  c r  < R.
-OO
Moreover, h [ S f ] > R  and
in the strip {z  : |Imz| < R} and M {r ,S f )  =  II {r ,Sf)  for all r < R.
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To prove the first part of the Theorem 3.3, we shall use the following lemma;
Lem m a 6.2  Let f  be a function such that h[f] =  R and let g E Li. Then 
b[f  * g] >  R, and the inequality I I { r , f  *g)  < \\g\\\ii{rj') is salisjicd for 
r < R.
P roof. By the assumptions, we have \f{z — i)| < W(|lin--|,/) <  oo Гог 
\Unz\ < so that for |1гп2г| < r < R we have
Hence the integral
/ 00 J{z + t)g{t)dl.\ < \\g\\ill{r, J).
-OO
/ 00 f { z  +  t)g{t)dt
-OOconverge uniformly and represents a function analytic in the strip {z : |lmir| < 
r < R},  and coincides with f  * g on R. Moreover, in this strip one has
/ 00
f{z-\-t)g{t)dt\ <  ||«7||,/y(r,/),
■OO
which also shows that h[f * <?] > İÎ.O 
P ro o f o f  the Theorem  3.3.
(¿) By the Lemma 6.2, h[Sf] > R and H {r ,S f )  <  ||/||i//(/·,/) for r < R. 
By the Corollary 6.1 , M {r ,S f )  =  H{r^Sf) for r < R. Combi ning these two 
expressions, we get the desired result.
(ii) Consider the integral
J — OO
We want to show that it is finite for 0 < r < Rj2. Let r < /·' < R/2 . Then
/ 00 A poo  ^ /*00e^V{t)\dt<  /  e^\y{t)\dt= /-OO J —  00 J —  00
By the Schwartz’s inequality, it follows that
((¡Л)
For the first integral in the right hand side of (6.1 ) we have
r  =  - i — .
J- 0 0  r' — r
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For the second integral,
/ 00 * /*00  ^ roo , ^< /  e2’-'‘ l/(i)|2di + / e -" ’· 'l /( i)p d i.-00 J —oo J  — 00
Now assume that S f  is analytic in the disc { 2  : \z\ < R}. Then, both of the 
last two integrals are finite by the Corollary 6.1, and
/ 00 , ^
e^^y.{t)\'^dt =  27r(5/)(2iV) < 2 irM{2 r' ,Sf) ,
-00
/ 00 # A ^e” ’^  ^ =  2tt{S/ ) ( —2n·') < 2 iTM{2 r\ S / ) .
-00
Hence
/ 00 <4T rM (2r',5 /),
-00
and we finally have
J—oo V  — V  I
1 / 2
7
< 00.
It follows that the integral
i
—izii\i)dt
converge uniformly in the strips { 2  : |Imz| < r)  for r < R/2 , and the function 
/  is analytic in the strip { 2  : |Imz| < R/2 }. On the other hand.
H { r , f ) =  sup 1/W I <  - / ”  <  5 -
| Im z |< r  ‘' - 0 0  · Z 7T
1 (4 7 r M (2 /,5 /)V '^
m )
1
which means that H {r , f )  <  00 for r < R/2\ i.e. Ii[f] > R/2 . Now ])ut 
r' — r = h and substitute in (6.2) to get
By the part (i), M {r ,S f )  =  H {r ,S f )  <  \\f\\iH{r, f ) .  Joining this with the 
above inequality, we obtain the desired result.□
P ro o f  o f  the C orollary 3.1. If /  € E°°Li , then h[f] =  00 and by Theorem 
3.3-(i) it follows that h[Sf] =  00, i.e. S f  £ C ELf.  Similarly if
5 /  € E L f ,  then by Theorem 3.3-(ii) it follows that both /¿[S'/] =  00 and, 
/i[/j =  00 i.e. S f  G E°°Lf  ^  f  G E°°Li.  Substituting /1 =  1 in the inequality 
(3.1) one has
p[Sf] =  K[Sf] <  « [ /]  <  limsup lo g lo g {M (2 (l+ r ),g /)}^ /'^
logr p|s/l·
Hence p[Sf] =  k[5 /]  =  « [ /] . Recalling the fact that for any entire function 
/  the inequality p[f] < /c[/j is valid, we get the desired result.□
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6.1 Construction of functions with given (/?[/], ^[/])·
In order to construct the functions mentioned in the Tlieorem 3.4, we will 
use tlie Lemma 4.1 and the lemma we state below.
Lem m a 6.3 Let G := {z — re‘® : r > 1; —7t/2  < 0 < 37t/2 }.
(i) For o: > 0 the functions f {z )  =  log“ z and g{z) =  log log z with 
/ ( I )  - <y(c) =  0, are analytic in the region G, and the following cstiinations 
are valid as Izl =  7· oo;
log log z =  log log r + 0 ( r - ^ )log r (6.3)
log“ z =  log“ 7- +  iaO log“ - '  7· + 0 (log“ -'^  7·) (6.4)
where the error term is uniform with respect to 0 in both cases.
(a) The following estimations hold for the sin and the cos functions:
—0 < sin 0 < 0 for 0 < 0 < —
7T 2
—6 a <  sin aO < —Oa for 0 < ¿^ <  —
IT -  -  2  -  -  2 a
1 7T
-  < cosf? < 1 for 0 <  - .
2 -  -  -  -  3
The next lemma will be helpfull in calculating the quantity « [/].
Lem m a 6.4 For 0 < 9 < t: ¡ 2, define the set Ar,o '■= : |Imz| <
7·, |argz| < 0 or |argz — 7r| < 0}, and for the entire function f  put 
Ho{r,f)  ;= sup 2g^ _,^  l/(-^)|· Then the equality
is valid, where
« [/]  =  m ax(/)[/],«0[/])
log log//ö(r, / )
ne[f] := lim sup
log r
P roof. Clearly we have «e[/] <  « [/]  and p[f] < /c[/]. This shows that
« [ / ] >  m ax(p[/],«(,[/]). (6.5)
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On the other hand, put Br,e ■= {z : |Imz| < r}\Ar^o, and let Bo{r,f )  : = 
l/(-)l·  Then
But, we have
so that
/ / ( r , / )  =  m a x(5 fl(r ,/) ,//( ,(r ,/)) .
Bo{r, f )  <  sup 1/ ( 2 )! =  M (r / sin 0 , f )
z < r /  sin 6
log log i? o ( r , / )  
hiTisup------ j-------------- <
r -* o o  log 7·
(().(>)
Applying the definition of « [ /]  to the equation (6.6), it follows that
r r i /  í^ ■  lo g lo g B f l( r , /)  log lo g //0 ( 1 · , /) ^
r I\ <  max hm sup------- ;------------- ,hm sup-------- ;-------------  < max(pl/ , / ).
y T -* o o  log r T -* o o  log r J
Joining this inequality with the inequality (6.5), the result follows.
P ro o f  o f  the Theorem  3.4.
Case 1. I < p < K <  00.
Consider the function
g{z) :=  0 < p - l < < r < p ,
where the branchs of the power functions positive on R “*·. It is analytic in 
the region G := {z =  re'  ^ : —tt < 0 < tt}. For —tt < 0^  < O2 < tc denote by 
G{0 i , 0 2 ) the angle {z =  : 0\ < 0 < O2 ]] and put 7  ;= min(27r/p,tt).
1 . g is decreasing in the angles G(j,  Tr/p) and G(0, —Trip). More precisely, 
we have:
log |p(re*^ )| =  sin p9 — 7’  ^cos aO, (6.7)
which is majorized by the term sin p6 since p > a. Hence, g{z) =  
(9 (g-Air<") 1^ 1 OQ jjj +  ¿) or in G{—6 , —Trfp +  S). Note
that, for X G one has |<;(a:)l =  .
2 . Let a  be such that 7r/p < a < 7 . By the Lemma 4.1 there exists an 
entire function /  such that
O(iii) as \z\ 00 in C\G(a, -^ )
i(*) + 0(pi) as |i|-t 00 iil 6’(o;,-jf),
( 6 . 8 )
2 p
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by defining /  by the formula
Figure 6.1:
z € in t {C \G {a ,^ ) )- -  ....2,
I «(-^> +  ¿ 7 / 1.* ? ^ ? *  2 € G (a ,= J )
where L =  dG{a, —Tr/2 p), oriented as shown in the Figure 6.1.
(6.9)
3. Clearly, p[f] =  p. Now let us show that «;[/] =  aj^a — p 1). 
There exists an angle ¡3 <  7t/ ( 3/)) such that /  is bounded in the angle {z : 
Itt — argz| < 13]. Moreover, /  is bounded in the lower half plane. So by the 
Lemma 6.4 if we want to estimate Np{r,f) ,  it suffices to consider the angle 
{z  : 0 < argz < /3} only. In order to estimate Hp{y,f) ,  we shall find the 
supremum of |/| on the lines ly := {z  =  a: -f iy : 0 < argz < /3]. By the 
construction of /  we have
fi^)  =  9 {z) +  0 ( A )  as |z| ^  00, z =  re‘  ^ G C ,
•SO that by (6.7) it follows that
log |/(^)| =  sin pO — r” cos aO +  0 { - )  as r —> 00, z G ly.
r ^
Substitute sin^ =  y/r and use the estimations given in the Lemma 6.3-(?f) 
to obtain, for z =  re*^  G ly
+  0 { - )  <  log |/(z)| <  - ^ r ' ‘ — \-r‘’  +  O ( - )  as 7’ —7 00.
Trr r 2 r 2  r
Hence
+  0 {~) <  log |/(z)| < -  A "  +  ^ ( A  as 7’“  r Z Z r
00.
7T
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Inserting the constants C] and C2 one can delete the error terms to get for 
r > I'o
2/^ 2/ „ p - i -  cir'’ < log \f{z)\ <  Carr' — —nr (C.IO)7T ............... ’  2
In the estimation of /  from above, we see that the dominant term as 7· —> 00 
for fixed y is —r” ¡ 2  (since ¿r > /9 — 1), so that the function is bounded on /¡j" 
and H0 { y , f )  <  00 for all y > 0. Let us calculate the maximum of the right 
hand side of (6.10) to obtain
dr
{c jr p - l 1  ^ ( 2 c2 Í p -  1 ) \- r  ) =  0 ^ r =  —
P -1
^  , , C/ /  / 2c2(/^  -  1 ) /  1 ‘¿C2 {p - 1 ) \=i> log |/(z)( < I -------------y j  (^ 2 2 /-2 ------ ------- 2/ji
log 1/ ( 2)! <  Ky<^ -p^  ^ for Z e ly  \og\Hp{y,f)\ <  (6.11)
for some positive constant K.  Similarly, we calculate the maximum of the 
left hand side of the inequality (6.10) and obtain
K'y<’-Ui <  sup log |/(z)| < log \Hp{y,f)\ (6.12)
zeit
for some positive constant K'. By the inequalities (6.11) and (6.12), we 
conclude that « [/]  =  cr/^ a — p 1). Hence, for given /c, if we substitute 
a =  k{p - 1 ) / ( k — 1), then /c[/] — k.
4. Put h{z) := ( /(z )  +  f { z ) f .  Then h e  p[f\ =  p, and 7c,fA] =  k.
Indeed, f ( x )  =  0(l/|x|) as |x| —> 00 in R  by construction, so h{x) =  0 (l/x ^ ) 
for as |x| 00 in R , and h is an integrable function. Being nonnegative on
R , we conclude that h € E ° ° . On the other hand, /  is bounded in the 
lower half plane, say by the constant C, therefore (|/(z)| — CY  < |//(2^ )| < 
(|/(z)| +  C y  if Imz > 0. Applying the same argument for Imz < 0 we obtain
(M (r, / )  -  C f  < M(r, h) < {M{r, f f  +  C)\
{H (r J )  -  c y  < H{r j i )  < ( H i r j y  +  C y.
Inserting these in the definitions of p[h] and k[/i], we see that p[h] =  p[j] =  p 
and k[/i] =  k[/] =  «.
Case 2 . I < p < k =  0 0 .
Consider the function
g{z) :=  z-zP-  ^W z  for  ^ _7r < argz < tt,
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with the branch of the logarithm real on R “*·, and the branch of the power 
innction positive on R"*· . This function is analj'tic in the region G = {z — 
re*'’ : —7T < 0 < tt}. Define the sets G{0 -i,0 2 ) and put 7 =  min(27r//9, tt) as 
in the Case 1 .
1. g is decreasing in the angles G{ f^,Tr/p) and ^(O, —Tr/p). More precisely, 
we have;
Jog \g{ )^\ =  log  ^z] -  Re{z'’“ ’ log“^ z]
=  Im{r^(cosp6 +  ¿sin p0 ){\o^ r +  2¿log rO — 0 ^)} — 
Re{r^~*(cos(p — 1)9 -f- i sin(p — l)0)(log^ r +  3flog^ r9 — 3 log r9  ^ — iO )^]
=  2i?r'’ log r cos p6 +  log  ^r sin p9 — r'^ 9^  sin pO
—rp - l log'^rcos(/9 — 1 )^ +  3r'’ '^^logrcos(p — 1 ) 6  
6  \og^  r sin{p — 1)9 — 9^s\n{p — 1)9. (6.13)
If 9 is fixed, and r is variable, we see that the above expression is dominated 
by \og^  r sin p9. Hence one has g{z) =  0 (6“ '^^ ''^ ’“®^ ’') as \z\ —» co in 
G'(7 — 6 .,ir/p +  S) or in G{—6 , —'KIp +  i )  for a positive constant Ks if  ^ is 
sufficiently small. Note that, on R"*· we have |5'(a;)| =  e“ ®'’ 'log'^ ·^
2 . Let a  be such that 7r/p < or < 7 . By the Lemma 4.1 there exists an 
entire function /  satisfying (6.8), where /  is defined by the formula (6.9). In 
particular, observe that f { x )  =  0(l/|x|) as |a:| —+ 00 in R.
3. Clearly, p[f] =  p. Now let us show that />.[/] =  oc. For the same 
reasons as in the Case 1 , we shall find the supremum of |/| on the lines 
ly ■= {z : 0 < argz < /H,lmz > 0}, where /? < 7t/ ( 3/?) such that /  is 
bounded in the angle : |7T — arg z| < /3). Eliminating some terms from the 
equation (6.13) we get,
G  log  ^7'9 sin p9—r 9^  ^sin p9—r^ ~^  log  ^r cos{p—l)9—r'^ ~^  9^  sin(p—1)0 < log \g(z)
<  log  ^r .sin p9 +  2r^  logr0 cos p9 — log  ^r cos(p — 1)0 
+3r'’“ 0^^  log r cos{p — 1)0 +  3r^“ ’ log  ^r0sin(/> — 1 )0.
Now use the fact that 0 <  0 < tt to obtain
log  ^r sin p9 — r^TT s^inp9 — log  ^rcos(p — 1)0 — < log \g{z)\
< log  ^r sin p9+2r^ log r9 — r^ ~^  log  ^r COs(/9—1)0+37''’“ ’ log r7r^  +  3r·'’“ ’ log  ^TTT.
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Put sill 6 = y/r and use the Lemma 6.3 to get
2 7j"
—pyr'’~^  log^  r -----pyr'^ ~^  — log  ^r — < log \g{z)\
7T r
7T 1
< ■Kyr‘’~^  log r + p—yr^ ~^  log  ^r — log  ^r + 37r^ r^ “ ’ log r + 37rr^ “ ’ log  ^r.
There exists positive constants C],C2 such that for r sufficiently large,
C\yr'‘~^  log  ^r — log  ^r < log \f{z)\ < C2 j/r^ ~^  log^  r — log  ^r.
The inequality on the right shows that Hp{y,f)  < oo for all y > 0. If we 
substitute logr = ciy/2 in the inequality on the left, we see that
< sup log\f{z)\ < \ogHp{yJ).
2 zeit
Hence /i[/] — oo.
4. h{z) := {f{z)-\- f { z ) y  is a function in ELf  with p\f] = p, «[/] - oo. 
Proof runs exactly same as in the Case 1.
Case 3. 1 = p < /c < oo.
Consider the function
g{z) := i. > 2, ^  < argz < y ;  |z| > 1
with the usual branchs of the logarithmic and power functions. By the 
Lemma 6.3 this function is analytic in the region G = {z =  re'® : —7r/2 < 
0 <  37t/2; \z\ >  1}.
1. For z = re*® G i?\{z : Imz > 0}, we have g{z) = '^ ) as
r —> oo. Indeed,
= R e{-izlog^z -  log'^z}.
We use the estimation given in the Lemma 6.3 to obtain, as r —> oo, 
log |p(re‘®)| = Re{—ir(cos0 + t sin0)(log^r + 2i^log j—  0^ )
— log*' r — ia0 log"“  ^r + O(log*'“  ^r)}
= 2r log r0 COS0 +  r sin (^log^  r — 0 )^ — log" r T 0(log"“  ^r). (6.14)
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Figure 6.2;
For 7T <  ^ < •37t/2  or —7t/2  <  ^ < 0, r > we see that the first two terms 
above are negative, which shows that \g{z)\ <  in 6'\{5r : Imz >
0}. In particular, observe that g is bounded in this set.
2 . Let G' := {z : —7t/4  < argz < 57t/ 4}. By the Lemma 4.1 there e.xists 
an entire function /  such that
0 (iq ) as \z\ oo n?. C\G'
g{z) +  0 (|^) as \z\ oo in
By defining /  by the formula
.f(^) =
G'
(6.15)
«  1 · = / - - emi ( C\G' )  
' '  »(--) + ST A  - '€ G '
(6.16)
where L := dG' as shown in the Figure 6.2 . Note that f { x )  — 0(1/|.t |) as 
|.r| —)· oo in R.
P\f] ~   ^ '^[f] ~  bounded in the lower half plane
and f(z)  =  g{z) + 0(l/|c|) as |.s| —> oo in the upper half plane. Hence 
\f(z)\ - \g{z)\ + 0 (l/|o|) as |^| ^  oc·, which shows that p[f] =  1 .
Now let us estimate where <  tt/ 3. Since /  is bounded in
tlie lower half plane, it suffices to consider the supremum of |/| on the lines 
;=  {r  =  x-\-iy ; .r; € R, 0 < arg  ^ < /3 or 0 < tt—arg z < j3] according to the 
Lemma 6.4. First assume that  ^ =  re'® € G /y : 0 < a — arg 2 < /9}.
We have, by (6.14);
log \ f ( z ) \  =  2r log r O c o s 0 + r sin (^log^  r  — 0^) — log“^ r + 6)(log ”^  ^r) + O (-)
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<  r  log r sill 0 — log'’ r  +  <9(log'’  ^r) as 1 DC·
since the terni 2rlog/Yycos^ is not ])osili\e in / lor r > 1 . Snbstitnting 
sin 0 =  y/r we obi ain
)| < y  log' r -  log'’ V + (9(log'’ “  ^r) < cy log  ^V -  log'’ r (6.17)
for some constant c. Since a > 2 , this shows that |/(c)| is bounded on /". 
Now assume c e /+ := /,/\/“ · By (6.1-1 ) we have
?-log  ^V sin 0 — r(P sin 6 — log'’ ?· +  0 (log'’ “  ^r) <  log |/(c)|
< 2?’ log rO cos 0 r log  ^r sin 0 — log'’ r - 1-  0 (log'’ ~^  ?■) as ?· —> oo.
We use the Lemma, 6.3 to obtain
3
y log  ^r - r ^ -  log" r +  0 (log'’ -2  r)
< log !/(-?) I <  ^yiog 7’ + ylog^ r +  log'’ 7’ H- 0 (log'’ ~^  ?’ ) as r oo. 
There exists constants C] and C2 such that for sufficiently large 7* one has
y log  ^r -  C l  log" 7· <  log \f(z)\ < Cay log'^  V -  log'" 7 - . (6.18)
Since cr > 2 , this shows that ) < oo for all r > 0. Joining (6.17) with 
(6.18) we get
y log  ^7· -  Cl log'’ 7- < log |/(c)| < C:iy log  ^7’ -  log'’ r (6.19)
for ¿r =  re’  ^ =  X +  iy e ly. The left hand side attains its maximum at 
log?· ■ (2T //(c ia ) )^  and the right hand side attains its maximum at log?· =
{2 yc: i/a)'^. Substituting these back in (6.19). we obtain
y ^ { \  -  - )  < suplog|/(c)| < ,y ^ ( c 3 -  — ). 
o- zeiy ^
Since (7 > 2, we conclude that
< ^ogH[y.f)  <  I\2 y ^
for positive constants K\,I\2 . Thus h'[f] =  So, for gi\en k > 1 if we
jrut a =  then p[f] =  1 and K[f] =  /<·.
4. Put /7(.f) ;= ( / (c )  +  /(c))^ . Then h 6 E'^Lf, ()[h] =  1 . />[/;] =  /c. The 
proof runs similar to t he Chise 1 .
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case 4. cxd =  />· >  [> =  \ .
( -onsider tlie funct ion
A’it]) tlie brandi of tlie logaritlim real on R" .^ By (lie Lemma 6.3 g is analytic
in the region G = V(.iO . >  1; - 7t /2  < 0  < 7t / 2 } .
1 . g is decreasing in the lower lialf plane. More precisely, by the 
Lemma 6.3 we liave
Iog|</(-)l =  Re{-?clog^ ~ -  log^i loglog.?} =
Re{(sin 0 — i cos <?)(log^  r +  2 ? log ?’0 — 0^ )
- ( lo g ^r +  2 /log r6' -  6*^)(loglog»’ +  0 (—^ ) ) }
log r
= 2r log rO cos 0 r log  ^V sin 6  — rO^  sin 0
— log  ^7’ log log V + O(log r log log 7’ ) as r —>■ oo. ( 6 .20)
We see that if z =  G G ; Imz < 0 then g(z) = 0 (e  <"6" ’ loeios’·^
r oo, for some positive constant K.
2 . Define the region G' as in the Case 3. The Lemma 4.1 is applicable 
for the contour shown in the Figure 6.2 and there exists an entire functithe 
analytic continuation of the function /  satisfying (6.15), where /  is given by 
(6.16). In particular, observe that /(.?,·) — (9(l/|.r|) as |,r| —> oc· in R.
3. Clearl.y, p[f] =  1 . Now let. us show that 7<[/] =  oc. Indeed, /  is 
bounded in the lower half pLine, so it. suifices to consider the upper half 
plane only. Let us first show that f  is bounded in /“ . In this region, the first 
and the third term of (6.20) are alwa.ys iiegative. Ignoring tliese terms, and 
substituting sin 0 =  y/r we have
log |/(.j)| < y log  ^r — log  ^r log log r +  O(log r log log 7’) as r oo. 
Hence /  is bounded here. Now let - G /y . We have, by (6.20)
r log  ^r sin 0 — 7-7T^ sin 0 — log  ^r log log r +  O(log r log log 7’ ) < log |/(:?)|
< 2r log rO + r  log^  ?· sin 0 — log^  r  log log r  + 0(log r log log 7·).
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.S^ ıbsl.it ul·iııg now sini/ = ///r and using tlie Leinnia G.d we oblain
y lo g ^  r  — — lo g "  /· lo g  lo g  r  T · V l o g  lo g  r) <  lo g  j/ (~  )|
< Tty log r +  y log·^  r — log  ^V log log r +  0(Iog V log log /·) as r oo.
The inequality on the right shows that /  is bounded on . Therefore, 
H(i\ f )  <  oo for all /· > 0. For the inequalitj’ on tlie left there exists a 
jrositive constant c such that
cy log-' r -  log  ^r log log r <  log |/(,r)|
for r sufficiently large. Substituting log log r =  cy / 2  we obtain
- - f )  <  sup log |/(-)| < log ; / ( ? / , /) .
 ^ zeUj
We conclude that p[ f] =  oc·.
4. h{z) := ( / ( 2)d-/(-:))^ is a function in E'^L^ with p[h] =  1, «[Z?] =  oo.
Case 5. 1 < />  =  />' <  oo. The desired functions are 5 '/, where /  
is the one of the functions constructed in previous cases. Indeed, we have 
exhibited functions /  with given k[J'] >  1 . By the Corollary 3.1, for each of 
these functions we have S f  € E'^L'l and /v[/] - a'[.S’/ ]  =  p[‘S’/].D
6.2 A  test for smoothness of 5 / .
Tlie Theorem 3.3 can be considered as a test for analyticity of Sf.  This is 
the content of the Corollary 3.2 and the Theorem 3.5.
P ro o f o f  the Corollary 3.2. Let /  € E L f ,  h[f] < oo. If S f  € E Lf ,  
then by the Theorem 3.3-(ii) h[Sf] =  oc. Hence /?[/] > h[Sf ] / 2  =  oo, which 
contradicts with the assumption /)[/] < oo. Thus S f  ^ E L f  .O 
For each h >  0, there exists a function /  Ç E L f  such that /?[/] =  oo, lor 
example, consider the function f { x )  =exp[-cosh(7r.r/(2 //))]. By the Corollary 
3 .2 , symmetrizations of these functions cannot be entire.
On the other hand, there are functions /  € E L f  such that /)[/] =  0. In 
this case, we can prove a stronger assertion:
4Ü
P ro o f o f  the Theorem 3.5. Let /  € El.'l witli li[ f] = 0. Asisuine (liai S f  
is analytic in tlie disc : |c| < / 1'}. Then li[Sf] > /?. and li[f] > R by the 
J'lieoreni 3.3-(ii). whicli (oixes R =  0. IJence S f  cannot l>e analytic at tlie 
origin. □
There is a. function of order 1 tTat sati.sfy tlie conditions of the above 
theorem:
Theorem  6 .1 There (.rials f  € E L f  with p[ f] =  1 (end h[f] =  0.
P roof. From the function
fjiz)
- irlog'·^ r
construct the entire function /  satisfying (6.15) as in the proof of the Theorem 
3.4, Case 3, and put f (z )  := ( / ( - )  +  /(5))^. Then /  is the desired function. 
Clearly, /  6 E L f  and p[f] — 1 . Now let us show /?,[/] =  0. Assume 
Irn  ^ > 0. Then, since j ( z )  is bounded in the upjrer halt plane, one has 
^ ~~ for .some positive constant K.  In the upper half plane
the equality \f(z)\ =  |</(.t:)| + (9 (l/|r|) is valid as |~| 00, so we obtain
l/(--)l > (ls(*-)l -  I < r  > jl»(--)P·
for 1^1 sufficiently large. Hence
Jog l./'( )^l > i l^og |(/(~)i -  log4.
Now ol^serve
Jog |i/(-)| = Re(-?T-log''^ .r) -  log |~|),
log |fy(re*^ )| =  V log  ^r sin 61 + 20cos Or log r — r sin 00^  — log?· > - r  log  ^r sin 0, 
for ?· being large enough. Hence
log |/(?-e’*^)| > ?· log  ^?· sin 0 — log 4.
On the line E  := {c =  .r +  iy : x > 0} one has sin0 =  y/r. Therefore, 
log |/(7'e'*^ )| > jylog  ^r — log4 —? 00 as ?· —> 00 on ly. We conclude that 
=  00 for idl r > 0. Hence h[f] =  O.D
As an example salisfj’ing the h.ypotheses of the Theorem 3.5, Raikov 
considered the function /(.r) =  r//i/rexp{l — exp[c·“ '']}. Howe^■er, its sym- 
metrization, being not analytic at 0, is infinite]}' differentiable fry the l^heo- 
rem 3.6.
■11
Pl’o o f  o f  the Theorem  3.6. I(- follows IVoni llie «ssiimptioiis that the iu- 
tegral.s / 1^ , are imifornily coiivergeiit for k < so tliat S f
has continuous (h'rivatives up to tlieoifler //. Boumledness of the derivatives 
follows from
l(S /) '‘ '(x)| = I /_ “  + 0 /(0 1  < < ЭО.П
The metliod utilized by llaikov to j/rove the Т1кч)гет 3.5 can be lefined 
to obtain a. test for diffeientiability of S f . To achieve this, we need a well 
known theorem of Foui iei’ .Analysis.
Theorem  (R iem ann-Lebesgue). Let f  E Li. Then f { t )  0 «..s |/,| oc.
P ro o f o f  the Theorem  3.7. We have
£ l / ( o i i < r v <  =  £ ^ ( i  +  i<i'’ )i<|v<.
B}' the Schwartz’s inequality it follows that
< { / _ j / ( o p o + r m ' r < i < '
(1 +  \ t n
di
Tlie second integral above is finite whenever /i > 1 / 2. For (he second inte­
gral, we can consider |/ P  as the transform of Sf.  Hence by the Lemma 4.1 
the first integral is finite wlienever 2cv + 2/3 < 2 n that is, when cv < ??. 2 '
Hence the integral f{t)e~'^^{ii) 'di converge uniformly for k < n — 4. 
Therefore /  is n — 1-times differentiable on the wliole real a.xis, and these 
derivatives tends to 0 at infinity by tlie Riemann- Lebesgue theorem. □
The following corollary is immediate.
C orollary 6.2  If f  E L f  either is not n — 1 times differentiable, or it is 
but not all derivatives tends to zero at infinity, then S f  is not 2 n-times 
differentiable at zero.
By the Mittag-Leffler’s method, it is possible to construct functions /  E E L f  
with unbounded first derivative on R. B}’ the Corollary 6.2 , thei]· s.ymmetriza- 
tions S f  cannot be 4-tirnes differentiable at the origin.
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P roof of the Theorem  3.8 . From I lie fimctioi]
fl{~) = ^/:\ogz ’
coiistrud iJie entire runction /  as iij ihe proof of Ihe Theorem .3.4, C^ a.se 
1 and put h{z) := ( / ( - )  + / ( ¿ )  agaiii. C'learJy, h is entire. p[h] -  p and 
it is nonnegative on R. By (6.8), h{x) =  0(l/|.r|log^ |.r|) as I.?·! —> oc· in R, 
l.lierelbre h is integrable and h € ELf.  Now leí us show tliat h' is nnbounded 
on R. Indeed, by the Lemrna 4.1-(iii) we have f '(x )  — p'{x) +  0{\ /.r^). Now 
leí X > 2. Note that
and
+ ,/’(·*') =  ^ c o s ( .F ’ log'^.r) + 0 (l/x) 
\/x
f ' {x )  +  f '{x )  — —2 px'  ^ log  ^X s in (.r'’ log'^  x) +  O log . r j  .
Henee
h'{x) =  —4p.r  ^  ^log;r sin(2.r'’ log  ^.r) + 0 {x'’ ^),
so that h' is unbounded if p > 2 . □
Note that, if p > 1 +  1/»/ in the above construction, then /).*"* is unbounded 
and Sli is not 2 {n +  ])-f i]nes differentiable at 0.
From tlie Theorem .3.7. it also follows that if /  € L f  is not bounded on 
R , tlien S f  cannot be twice differentiable at tlje origin. Existence of such 
functions is shown in the proof of tlie Theorem 3.1. .'Mso, by the Theorem 
3 .2 , tliere exists sucli a function in E^Lf. We failed to reduce the lower 
bound 3 on the order for this special case.
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Chapter 7
Some Remarks.
Now we present some results concerning tlie completeness of our results. 
The first result below gives a sufficient condition for the improvement of 
anal3'ticity under the convolution.
1 . For a complex valued function /  on R, we introduce the quantity ii[f] 
as follows:
??.[/] := siipjr < //[/] : lim |/(.r + iy)\ = 0
and /  |/(.T + fi/)|da- < oc- for all |;^| < ?').
J  — CC‘
We claim that li[f *g] > ]no\'e (liis, we first recall tlie following
facts:
Lem m a Let f  be a (eomplex vahied) fimciion on R. Thai
(i) / ( / )  =  as |/| —» OC', for r <  ?/[/].
(ii) If f { i )  — |/.| CO, for r < a, thni h[f] > a. Moreover,
liin|,.|_ ,^ f { x  + iy) =  0 for all |?/| < a.
Proof.
(i) Let r < n[/]. Define the paths Hr := {z =  x +  ir : |.r| < Ji}. Vr : = 
{z — B. + iy or  ^ =  —R +  iy, 0 < y <  r) and Jr  := = .;· : |;r| < B}. Ihit
P/i : Hr U Vr  U I r , oriented counterclockwise. Let / > 0. Lhen, since /  is 
analj’tic in {z : |Imc| < r}, we ha\'e
f  ,P'/(.r)c/~ = 0 = /  e''^7(-)r/.r +  /  c‘ ’^ f{z)cJz+ [  e' ‘^ f (z)dz.
J  ¡>„ J lr t  J H n  ' L  li
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Now we tend R oc·. Since |/(,:)| < U {r . f )  < cc· For .r 6 I7,. one can 
cliaiige the order of limit and integral to obtain lim/,«_, ,^ /,·^  ^ i ‘~' f{::)dz =  0. 
7'heiefore,
/(/)= lim /■ c-'/(c)dc = -  lim /' c'^'fizRh.n—>:. Jlj^  r,“—cc.
Substitute i  =  .1: +  //■ in tlie integral along 11}^  to gel
/(/) = -  lim = t“’·' lim r  f i x +  7r)dx.
R — < x ,J f{  · n - c - i . J - R
Finall y^,
1/(0 1 < j  .
The last integral is finite since /(.r  +  ir) G L] by the definition of ??[/]. So 
we have f { i )  — 0(€~'') as t + 00. Using a contour symmetric to the real 
axis, we also get f { t )  — (9(e’ 0 as 1. —0 0 . Combining these two, we obtain
/ ( 0  =  as |t| —>· +00 for r < ??[/].
(it) Note that /  is analytic in the strip {z : |]mc| < ?■} since by the 
Fourie]' inversion formula we have
1 /·«'
cincl the integral in the l iglit hand side is uniformly convergent.. On the otlier 
hand,
— i t x y tey\f{i)d.i.
Hence if |i/| < j  (x +  iy) is the Fourier transform of the integi'able function 
By the Riemann-Lebesgue tlieorem, it follows thivt lima._^/(.?; + 
iy) =  0. □
Now we prove the claim /;[ / *■ y] > » [ /]  +  '//[.<7]. By the convolution 
t heorem, ( /  * </)(/) =  fU)y{i·)· According to the first part of the lemma., 
/■(/,) =  for V < n[f] and y{t) =  for 7· < /vf/]. Hence
/(0 ^ (0  for r < n[f] +  7?.[(/]. By the second part of the lemma,
we obtain h[f  * y] > ?i[/] +  ?r[(/]. Moieover, lim|..„|_oo(./ * +  ‘ y) =  0 for
|:i/| < n[f] +  n[y].
Note that, in particular we have /f[Rf] > 2 /?[/]. Also, //[.S'/] < 2 //[f] by 
the Theorem 3 .3 . Hence if /?[/] =  » [/] , then /[.S '/] =  2 /i[/j.
Our next remark shows that E,,L^ =  0  if p < 1.
T5
2 . We claim (liai H' /  Ç EL^. Ilieii f)\ f] > ]. Tlie ])rooi ol' llii.s lad is 
l)asc(l on ilie lollowing well known llieoreni. whicli can be found in [3].
Theoi'em  (Phragm én-Lindelôf) Ld f  lx anahjiic in llx aiii/tihir v((jion 
G ■.= ; 0 \ <  arg~ < O2 ]. whcrf. {) < 6  ^ — O2 < tt/ q and 1 /2  < cv < oc.
Assume that |/(~)| < ('(''l-l' ¡¡^  q' ¡difi-f p < n. If, for every c 6 c)G, 
\f{z)\ < M, ihen |/(;)| < M in G.
Now assume /  G ELf, p[f] < 1 . Pul. g{z) ;= f f  f(C)dC. Then M{r,g) <  
rM {r , f )  and hence p < \. Since g is bounded on R , one can ap])ly the 
Phragmen-Lindelof theorem to the up])er and lower half planes to conclude 
tiled, g is bounded on C. Since, by the Lioville theorem, a bounded entire 
function is constant, f ( z )  =  g'{z) =  0 on C. Hence /  ^ E L f , contradiction.
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